
With E-WMS, you can: 

1 Eliminate the need for
 paper pick lists
2 Automatically link
 received goods to
 purchase orders 
3 Use radio frequency or
 batch communication
4 Maintain up-to-date
 and accurate stock 

information in Exact Globe 
Next

5 Easily register relocations
6 Take stock using barcode
 scanners
7 Use the route optimizing
 to generate picking advice
8 Register serial and batch
 numbers

Exact Globe Next | Warehouse Management System (WMS)

Speed up your warehousing 
With E-WMS, warehouse
transactions can be processed
automatically by means of barcode
scanning. Goods are picked in
the warehouse using barcode
scanners and the information is
automatically sent back to Exact
Globe Next to be processed. Data 
can be exchanged in real-time 
using radio frequency (RF) or in 
batches using batch registration. 
With the advantages of full 
integration with Exact Globe 
Next and optimized logistics, 
E-WMS speeds up your entire 
warehousing process, giving you a 
fast return on investment.

Eliminate paper pick lists
E-WMS eliminates the need for
paper pick lists. Instead of being
printed in Exact Globe Next, the 
lists are sent directly to a barcode

scanner, which displays the
pick orders based on warehouse
locations. Scanning the barcodes
of the items on the shelf also
reduces errors. Whenever there
are discrepancies between the
number of items picked and the
number of items in the order,
the differences are automatically
placed in back order in Exact
Globe Next. You also have the 
fl exibility to combine several 
orders in one.

Improve your customer service
With up-to-date insight into
order status and fewer errors
in your stock administration,
you gain a highly accurate view
of what is in stock at any given
time. This not only allows you
to reduce your stock levels, but
improves your customer service
and delivery reliability. 

Automate your warehouse processes
Reduce costs and increase reliability

Exact’s barcode solution, Exact Warehouse Management System
(E-WMS), automates the physical flow of goods and optimizes
logistics processes for warehousing, wholesale and production
companies. With E-WMS, warehouse transactions are instantly

registered using barcode equipment. This reduces operational
costs while guaranteeing better service thanks to delivery
reliability and up-to-date stock information.



Optimize your stock management
Effectively managing your stock is an important 
aspect of controlling business costs. Replenishment 
enables you to stock your warehouse in order 
to prevent delays in your sales order fulfi llment 
processes. With route optimization you can generate 
picking advice for the ideal processing route, as well 
as serial and batch items based on the item’s end 
date. Implementing Stock Keeping Units (SKU’s) 
facilitates even higher effi ciency and accuracy results 
in your warehouse. This ensures signifi cant increases 
in the speed and quality of your order processing. 

Choose from several licensing options
With E-WMS you can select one of several different
licensing options, choosing the one that best fi ts the
complexity of your assortment. 
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Warehousing

“Working with the E-WMS module

saves an enormous amount of time.

Previously we had to do everything

manually, now we save about 80%

of our time!”

Eddie Klooster, Facility Manager, LabNoord

To find out more about Exact  E-WMS, contact 
your local Exact representative or visit 
www.exact.com

The benefits of E-WMS are:
Fast return on investment -
Access to warehouse data from any location -
Reduced errors in logistics processes -
Speedy warehouse processing -
Elimination of manual processes -
Reduced stock levels -
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